Discursive Remembering Individual And
Collective
Getting the books discursive remembering individual and collective now is not type of inspiring means. You could not
solitary going taking into consideration books buildup or library or borrowing from your friends to door them.
This is an extremely easy means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online broadcast discursive remembering
individual and collective can be one of the options to accompany you later than having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. say you will me, the e-book will utterly impression you further concern to read. Just
invest little era to read this on-line statement discursive remembering individual and collective as well as review
them wherever you are now.
Discursive Processes of Intergenerational Transmission of Recent History M. Achugar 2016-04-12 Debates about
how to remember politically contested or painful pasts exist throughout the world. As with the case of the
Holocaust in Europe and Apartheid in South Africa, South American countries are struggling with the legacy of
state terrorism left by the 1970s dictatorships. Coming to terms with the past entails understanding the role
different social actors played in those events as well as what those event mean for us today. Young people in
these situations have to learn about painful historical events over which there is no national consensus. This
book explores discursive processes of intergenerational transmission of recent history through the case of the
Uruguayan dictatorship. The main themes of the book are the discursive construction of social memory and
intergenerational transmission of contested pasts through recontextualization, resemiotization and
intertextuality.
Routledge International Handbook of Memory Studies Anna Lisa Tota 2015-09-16 The Routledge International
Handbook of Memory Studies offers students and researchers original contributions that comprise the debates,
intersections and future courses of the field. It is divided in six themed sections: 1)Theories and Perspectives, 2)
Cultural artefacts, Symbols and Social practices, 3) Public, Transnational, and Transitional Memories 4)
Technologies of Memory, 5) Terror, Violence and Disasters, 6) and Body and Ecosystems. A strong emphasis is
placed on the interdisciplinary breadth of Memory Studies with contributions from leading international scholars in
sociology, anthropology, philosophy, biology, film studies, media studies, archive studies, literature and history.
The Handbook addresses the core concerns and foundations of the field while indicating new directions in Memory
Studies.
Remembering Biblical Figures in the Late Persian and Early Hellenistic Periods Diana V. Edelman 2013-08-29 Social
memory studies offer an under-utilised lens through which to approach the texts of the Hebrew Bible. In this
volume, the range of associations and symbolic values evoked by twenty-one characters representing ancestors
and founders, kings, female characters, and prophets are explored by a group of international scholars. The
presumed social settings when most of the books comprising the TANAK had come into existence and were being read
together as an emerging authoritative corpus are the late Persian and early Hellenistic periods. It is in this context
then that we can profitably explore the symbolic values and networks of meanings that biblical figures encoded
for the religious community of Israel in these eras, drawing on our limited knowledge of issues and life in Yehud and
Judean diasporic communities in these periods. This is the first period when scholars can plausibly try to understand
the mnemonic effects of these texts, which were understood to encode the collective experience members of the
community, providing them with a common identity by offering a sense of shared past while defining aspirations for
the future. The introduction and the concluding essay focus on theoretical and methodological issues that arise
from analysing the Hebrew Bible in the framework of memory studies. The individual character studies, as a group,
provide a kaleidoscopic view of the potentialities of using a social memory approach in Biblical Studies, with the
essay on Cyrus written by a classicist, in order to provide an enriching perspective on how one biblical figure was
construed in Greek social memory, for comparative purposes.
How Generations Remember Monika Palmberger 2016-12-07 This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This
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book provides a profound insight into post-war Mostar, and the memories of three generations of this BosnianHerzegovinian city. Drawing on several years of ethnographic fieldwork, it offers a vivid account of how personal
and collective memories are utterly intertwined, and how memories across the generations are reimagined and
‘rewritten’ following great socio-political change. Focusing on both Bosniak-dominated East Mostar and Croatdominated West Mostar, it demonstrates that, even in this ethno-nationally divided city with its two divergent
national historiographies, generation-specific experiences are crucial in how people ascribe meaning to past events.
It argues that the dramatic and often brutal transformations that Bosnia and Herzegovina has witnessed have led
to alterations in memory politics, not to mention disparities in the life situations faced by the different generations
in present-day post-war Mostar. This in turn has created variations in memories along generational lines, which
affect how individuals narrate and position themselves in relation to the country's history. This detailed and
engaging work will appeal to students and scholars of anthropology, sociology, political science, history and
oral history, particularly those with an interest in memory, post-socialist Europe and conflict studies.
Handbook of Culture and Memory Brady Wagoner 2017 Concept and history of memory -- The evolutionary
origins of human cultural memory / Merlin Donald -- From memory as archive to remembering as conversation / Jens
Brockmeier -- Discerning the history inscribed within : significant sites of the narrative unconscious / Mark Freeman - Cultural contexts of remembering -- The landscape of family memory / Bradd Shore and Sara Kauko -Materiality of memory : the case of the remembrance poppy / Kyoko Murakami -- Approaches to testimony : two
current views and beyond / Kotaro Takagi and Naohisa Mori -- Rethinking function, self and culture, in "difficult"
autobiographical memories / Steve D. Brown and Paula Reavey -- Memory through the life course -- The cultural
construction of memory in early childhood / Katherine Nelson -- Memory in life transitions / Constance de Saint
Laurent and Tania Zittoun -- Memory in old age : a life-span perspective / Dieter Ferring -- Memory, history and
identity -- National memory and where to find it / James Wertsch -- History, collective memories or national
memories? how the representation of the past is framed by master narratives / Mario Carretero and Floor van
Alphen -- Media and the dynamics of memory : from cultural paradigms to transcultural mediation / Astrid Erll

Social Trauma – An Interdisciplinary Textbook Andreas Hamburger 2020-11-23 This book explores the
intersection of clinical and social aspects of traumatic experiences in postdictatorial and post-war societies,
forced migration, and other circumstances of collective violence. Contributors outline conceptual approaches,
treatment methods, and research strategies for understanding social traumatizations in a wider conceptual frame
that includes both clinical psychology and psychiatry. Accrued from a seven year interdisciplinary and
international dialogue, the book presents multiple scholarly and practical views from clinical psychology and
psychiatry to social and cultural theory, developmental psychology, memory studies, law, research
methodology, ethics, and education. Among the topics discussed: Theory of social trauma Psychoanalytic and
psychotherapeutic approaches to social trauma Memory studies Developmental psychology of social trauma
Legal and ethical aspects Specific methodology and practice in social trauma research Social Trauma: An
International Textbook fills a critical gap between clinical and social theories of trauma, offering a basis for
university teaching as well as an overview for all who are involved in the modern issues of victims of social
violence. It will be a useful reference for students, teachers, and researchers in psychology, medicine, education,
and political science, as well as for therapists and mental health practitioners dealing with survivors of
collective violence, persecution, torture and forced migration.
Representing Communism After the Fall Cristian Tileag 2018-10-22 This book explores the contribution of
discursive psychology and discourse analysis to researching the relationship between history and collective
memory. Analysing significant manifestations of the moral vocabulary of the Romanian transition from communism
to democracy, the author demonstrates how discursive psychology can be used to understand some of the enduring
and persistent dilemmas around the legacy of communism. This book argues that an understanding of language as an
action-oriented, world-building resource can fill an important gap in the theorizing of public controversies over
individual and collective meaning of the recent (communist) past. The author posits that discursive social
psychology can serve as an intellectual and empirical bridge that can overcome several of the difficulties faced by
researchers working in transitional justice studies and cognate fields. This reflective book will appeal to students
and scholars of transitional justice, discursive psychology, memory studies, and the sociology of change.
Social Thinking and History Constance De Saint Laurent 2020-09-14 Social Thinking and History demonstrates
that our representations of history are constructed through complex psychosocial processes in interaction with
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multiple others, and that they evolve throughout our lifetime, playing an important role in our relation to our
social environment. Building on the literature on social thinking, collective memory, and sociocultural
psychology, this book proposes a new perspective on how we understand and use our collective past. It focuses
on how we actively think about history to construct representations of the world within which we live and how
we learn to challenge or appropriate the stories we have heard about the past. Through the analysis of three
studies of how history is understood and represented in different contexts – in political discourses in France, by
intellectuals and artists in Belgium, and when discussing a current event in Poland – its aim is to offer a rich
picture of our representations of the past and the role they play in everyday life. This book will be of great
interest toacademics, researchers, and postgraduate students in the fields of psychology, memory studies,
sociology, political science, and history. It will also make an interesting read for psychologists and human and
social scientists working on collective memory.
The Cambridge Handbook of Sociocultural Psychology Jaan Valsiner 2007-06-04 This book, first published in
2007, is an international overview of the state of our knowledge in sociocultural psychology - as a discipline
located at the crossroads between the natural and social sciences and the humanities. Since the 1980s, the field
of psychology has encountered the growth of a new discipline - cultural psychology - that has built new
connections between psychology, sociology, anthropology, history and semiotics. The handbook integrates
contributions of sociocultural specialists from fifteen countries, all tied together by the unifying focus on the
role of sign systems in human relations with the environment. It emphasizes theoretical and methodological
discussions on the cultural nature of human psychological phenomena, moving on to show how meaning is a
natural feature of action and how it eventually produces conventional symbols for communication. Such symbols
shape individual experiences and create the conditions for consciousness and the self to emerge; turn social norms
into ethics; and set history into motion.
Discursive Remembering Lucas M. Bietti 2014-10-14 This book aims at building a bridge between the social and
political aspects of remembering and the cognitive and discourse processes driving such activities. By analyzing
these cognitive and discursive processes, Bietti explores practices of individual and collective remembering in
institutional and private settings in relation to periods of political violence in Argentina. This books begins to fill
the conceptual gap between cognitive oriented approaches to remembering that draw conclusions about how
memory functions in the mind without a detailed discourse analysis of the communicative interaction in which this
process unfolds, and the discourse and pragmatic oriented approaches that are mainly interested in analyzing the
rhetorical features of conversational remembering, in some cases disregarding that there are underlying cognitive
mechanisms that drive the construction of discourses about past experiences. The empirical analysis shows that
individual and collective remembering in relation to periods of political violence in Argentina vary in pragmatic
ways due to the fact that these accounts of the past were constructed with reference to the communicative
situation. Thus, this book also aims at shedding new light on the current practices of commemoration and
remembrance related to periods of political violence in Argentina, in public and private settings.
The Social Psychology of Experience David Middleton 2005-05-20 The authors present an insight into the social
psychology of experience drawing upon a few classic works to help develop their argument. The signficance of their
ideas for developing a contemporary psychology of experience is illustrated with material from studies focused on
setting at home and at work.
The Unbearable Whiteness of Being Rory Pilossof 2012-04-24 The history of colonial land alienation, the
grievances fuelling the liberation war, and post-independence land reforms have all been grist to the mill of recent
scholarship on Zimbabwe. Yet for all that the countrys white farmers have received considerable attention from
academics and journalists, the fact that they have always played a dynamic role in cataloguing and representing
their own affairs has gone unremarked. It is this crucial dimension that Rory Pilossof explores in The Unbearable
Whiteness of Being. His examination of farmers voices in The Farmer magazine, in memoirs, and in recent interviews
reveals continuities as well as breaks in their relationships with land, belonging and race. His focus on the
Liberation War, Operation Gukurahundi and the post-2000 land invasions frames a nuanced understanding of how
white farmers engaged with the land and its peoples, and the political changes of the past 40 years. The Unbearable
Whiteness of Being helps to explain why many of the events in the countryside unfolded in the ways they did.
Cultural Memories Peter Meusburger 2011-05-11 The revival of interest in collective cultural memories since the
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1980s has been a genuinely global phenomenon. Cultural memories can be defined as the social constructions of the
past that allow individuals and groups to orient themselves in time and space. The investigation of cultural
memories has necessitated an interdisciplinary perspective, though geographical questions about the spaces, places,
and landscapes of memory have acquired a special significance. The essays in this volume, written by leading
anthropologists, geographers, historians, and psychologists, open a range of new interpretations of the formation
and development of cultural memories from ancient times to the present day. The volume is divided into five
interconnected sections. The first section outlines the theoretical considerations that have shaped recent debates
about cultural memory. The second section provides detailed case studies of three key themes: the founding myths
of the nation-state, the contestation of national collective memories during periods of civil war, and the oral
traditions that move beyond national narrative. The third section examines the role of World War II as a pivotal
episode in an emerging European cultural memory. The fourth section focuses on cultural memories in postcolonial
contexts beyond Europe. The fifth and final section extends the study of cultural memory back into premodern
tribal and nomadic societies.
Individual and Collective Memory Consolidation Thomas J. Anastasio 2021-08-03 An argument that individuals
and collectives form memories by analogous processes and a case study of collective retrograde amnesia. We form
individual memories by a process known as consolidation: the conversion of immediate and fleeting bits of
information into a stable and accessible representation of facts and events. These memories provide a version of the
past that helps us navigate the present and is critical to individual identity. In this book, Thomas Anastasio,
Kristen Ann Ehrenberger, Patrick Watson, and Wenyi Zhang propose that social groups form collective memories by
analogous processes. Using facts and insights from neuroscience, psychology, anthropology, and history, they
describe a single process of consolidation with analogous—not merely comparable—manifestations on any level,
whether brain, family, or society. They propose a three-in-one model of memory consolidation, composed of a buffer,
a relator, and a generalizer, all within the consolidating entity, that can explain memory consolidation phenomena
on individual and collective levels. When consolidation is disrupted by traumatic injury to a brain structure
known as the hippocampus, memories in the process of being consolidated are lost. In individuals, this is known as
retrograde amnesia. The authors hypothesize a "social hippocampus" and argue that disruption at the collective
level can result in collective retrograde amnesia. They offer the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) as an
example of trauma to the social hippocampus and present evidence for the loss of recent collective memory in
mainland Chinese populations that experienced the Cultural Revolution.
Applied Linguistics and Politics Christian W. Chun 2022-02-24 In the current climate of extreme nationalism and
fear-mongering, a new politics for a socially just world is needed more than ever. Featuring internationallyrenowned scholars, Applied Linguistics and Politics explores how innovative theories, methodologies and
pedagogies in applied linguistics can address the political challenges and issues arising in the 21st century.
Adopting a Gramscian theoretical framework, the five parts of this volume focus on the various ways in which the
political is discursively and materially realized in its dialogic co-constructions within the media, the economy,
culture and identity, affect, and education. Examining the power instantiations of sociolinguistic and semiotic
practices in society from a variety of critical perspectives, this book questions how applied linguists can respond
to, and challenge, current discourses of issues such as militarism, nationalism, Islamophobia, sexism, racism and the
free market, and suggests future directions for research. Making use of a range of methodologies from discourse
analysis, sociolinguistics, semiotics and political science, Applied Linguistics and Politics demonstrates how
linguistics can intervene in the political and help mobilize and organize for an economically and socially just
society.
Changing European Identities Glynis Marie Breakwell 1996 The political structure of Europe has changed and
continues to do so. The changing allegiances of the popluations of Europe pose problems and challenges for social
psychological theory. Changing European Identities explores these issues using social identity theory and
alternative models such as alienation theory and representational identity theory. It provides a highly topical and
relevant context for exploring the validity and limits of current theories. Providing a valuable new perspective on
people's reactions to change in Europe, it will be useful for advanced scholars in psychology and other social and
political sciences.

The Public Voice in a Democracy at Risk Eisenhower Leadership Group 1998 An interdisciplinary group of
distinguished scholars discusses our ailing participatory democracy and offers suggestions for enhancing public
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debate of social and political issues.

World War II in Contemporary German and Dutch Fiction Jan Lensen 2021-03-04 World War II in Contemporary
German and Dutch Fiction: The Generation of Meta-Memory offers a comparative study of the construction of
World War II memory in contemporary German, Flemish, and Dutch literature. More specifically, it investigates in
what ways the large temporal distance to the historical events has impacted how literary writers from these
three literatures have negotiated its meaning and form during the last decades. To that end, this book offers
analyses of nine novels that demonstrate a pronounced reflexivity on the conditions of contemporary remembering.
Rather than a dig for historical truth or a struggle with historical trauma, these novels reflect on the
transmission, the narrative shapes, the formation processes, and the functions of World War II memory today,
while asserting a self-conscious and often irreverent approach toward established mnemonic routines, practices,
and rules. As the analyses show, this approach is equally articulated through the novels’ poetics, which are
marked by a large formal diversity and a playfulness that highlights mnemonic agency, a posttraumatic positioning,
and the ascendency of the literary over the historiographical. Based on these findings, this book proposes the
emergence of a new paradigm within the postwar cultural assessment of World War II: the generation of metamemory.
Beyond the Archive Jens Brockmeier 2015 Our longstanding view of memory and remembering is in the midst of a
profound transformation. This transformation does not only affect our concept of memory or a particular idea
of how we remember and forget; it is a wider cultural process. In order to understand it, one must step back and
consider what is meant when we say memory. Brockmeier's far-ranging studies offer such a perspective, synthesizing
understandings of remembering from the neurosciences, humanities, social studies, and in key works of
autobiographical literature and life-writing. His conclusions force us to radically rethink our very notion of
memory as an archive of the past, one that suggests the natural existence of a distinctive human capacity (or a
set of neuronal systems) enabling us to "encode," "store," and "recall" past experiences. Now, propelled by new
scientific insights and digital technologies, a new picture is emerging. It shows that there are many cultural forms
of remembering and forgetting, embedded in a broad spectrum of human activities and artifacts. This picture is more
complex than any notion of memory as storage of the past would allow. Indeed it comes with a number of
alternatives to the archival memory, one of which Brockmeier describes as the narrative approach. The narrative
approach not only permits us to explore the storied weave of our most personal form of remembering--that is, the
autobiographical--it also sheds new light on the interrelations among memory, self, and culture.
Memory Practices and Learning sa M kitalo 2017-01-01 Memory and learning are seen as mental phenomena and
generally studied as brain processes, for example, within various branches of psychology and neuroscience. This
book represents a rather different tack, based on sociocultural theory, cultural psychology and dialogism.
Authors from many different disciplines and countries study memory and learning as practices adopted by people in
different interactional and institutional contexts. Studies range from detailed analyses of situated activities to
broad sociohistorical studies of cultural phenomena and collective memories such as national narratives and
physical symbols for commemorating events and traditions. By focusing on how people engage in remembering and
learning, this book provides a necessary complement to currently popular neuroscientific approaches.
Collaborative Remembering Michelle L. Meade 2017-12-07 We remember in social contexts. We reminisce about the
past together, collaborate to remember shared experiences, and, even when we are alone, we remember in the context
of our communities and cultures. Taking an interdisciplinary approach throughout, this text comprehensively
covers collaborative remembering across the fields of developmental psychology, cognitive psychology, social
psychology, discourse processing, philosophy, neuropsychology, design, and media studies. It highlights points
ofoverlap and contrast across the many disciplinary perspectives and, with its sections on "Approaches of
Collaborative Remembering" and "Applications of Collaborative Remembering", also connects basic and applied
research.Written with late-stage undergraduates and early-stage graduates in mind, the book is also a valuable
tool for memory specialists and academics in the fields of psychology, cognitive science and philosophy who are
interested in collaborative memory research.

Considering Counter-Narratives Michael Bamberg 2004-11-30 Counter-narratives only make sense in relation to
something else, that which they are countering. The very name identifies it as a positional category, in tension with
another category. But what is dominant and what is resistant are not, of course, static questions, but rather
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are forever shifting placements. The discussion of counter-narratives is ultimately a consideration of multiple
layers of positioning. The fluidity of these relational categories is what lies at the center of the chapters and
commentaries collected in this book. The book comprises six target chapters by leading scholars in the field.
Twenty-two commentators discuss these chapters from a number of diverse vantage points, followed by responses
from the six original authors. A final chapter by the editor of the book series concludes the book.
Contextualizing Human Memory Charles Stone 2015-09-16 This edited collection provides an inter- and intradisciplinary discussion of the critical role context plays in how and when individuals and groups remember the past.
International contributors integrate key research from a range of disciplines, including social and cognitive
psychology, discursive psychology, philosophy/philosophical psychology and cognitive linguistics, to increase
awareness of the central role that cultural, social and technological contexts play in determining individual and
collective recollections at multiple, yet interconnected, levels of human experience. Divided into three parts,
cognitive and psychological perspectives, social and cultural perspectives, and cognitive linguistics and
philosophical perspectives, Stone and Bietti present a breadth of research on memory in context. Topics covered
include: the construction of self-identity in memory flashbulb memories scaffolding memory the cultural
psychology of remembering social aspects of memory the mnemonic consequences of silence emotion and memory
eyewitness identification multimodal communication and collective remembering. Contextualizing Human Memory
allows researchers to understand the variety of work undertaken in related fields, and to appreciate the
importance of context in understanding when, how and what is remembered at any given recollection. The book will
appeal to researchers, academics and postgraduate students in the fields of cognitive and social psychology, as
well as those in related disciplines interested in learning more about the advancing field of memory studies.
Southern Farmers and Their Stories Melissa Walker 2006-09-01 The industrial expansion of the twentieth
century brought with it a profound shift away from traditional agricultural modes and practices in the American
South. The forces of economic modernity—specialization, mechanization, and improved efficiency—swept through
southern farm communities, leaving significant upheaval in their wake. In an attempt to comprehend the complexities
of the present and prepare for the uncertainties of the future, many southern farmers searched for order and meaning
in their memories of the past. In Southern Farmers and Their Stories, Melissa Walker explores the ways in which a
diverse array of farmers remember and recount the past. The book tells the story of the modernization of the South
in the voices of those most affected by the decline of traditional ways of life and work. Walker analyzes the
recurring patterns in their narratives of change and loss, filling in gaps left by more conventional political and
economic histories of southern agriculture. Southern Farmers and Their Stories also highlights the tensions
inherent in the relationship between history and memory. Walker employs the concept of “communities of memory” to
describe the shared sense of the past among southern farmers. History and memory converge and shape one another in
communities of memory through an ongoing process in which shared meanings emerge through an elaborate alchemy of
recollection and interpretation. In her careful analysis of more than five hundred oral history narratives, Walker
allows silenced voices to be heard and forgotten versions of the past to be reconsidered. Southern Farmers and
Their Stories preserves the shared memories and meanings of southern agricultural communities not merely for their
own sake but for the potential benefit of a region, a nation, and a world that has much to learn from the lessons
of previous generations of agricultural providers.
The Tragic Vision of Politics Richard Ned Lebow 2003-10-30 Is it possible to preserve national security through
ethical policies? Richard Ned Lebow seeks to show that ethics are actually essential to the national interest.
Recapturing the wisdom of classical realism through a close reading of the texts of Thucydides, Clausewitz and
Hans Morgenthau, Lebow argues that, unlike many modern realists, classic realists saw close links between
domestic and international politics, and between interests and ethics. Lebow uses this analysis to offer a powerful
critique of post-Cold War American foreign policy. He also develops an ontological foundation for ethics and
makes the case for an alternate ontology for social science based on Greek tragedy s understanding of life and
politics. This is a topical and accessible book, written by a leading scholar in the field.
Family Memory Radmila va
kov Slab kov 2021-12-31 In Family Memory: Practices, Transmissions and
Uses in a Global Perspective, researchers from five different continents explore the significance of family memory as
an analytical tool and a research concept. Family memory is the most important memory community. This volume
illustrates the range and power of family memories, often neglected by memory studies dealing with larger mnemonic
entities. This book highlights the potential of family memory research for understanding societies’past and present
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and the need for a more comprehensive and systematic use of family memories. The contributors explain how family
memories can be a valuable resource across a range of settings pertaining to individual and collective identities,
national memories, intergenerational transmission processes and migration, transnational and diasporic studies.
This volume presents the past, present and future of family memory as a prospective field of memory studies and the
role of family memory in intergenerational transmission of social and political values. Family memory of violent
events and genocide is also looked at, with discussions of the Armenian Genocide, Russian Revolution and Rwandan
Genocide. This book will be an important read for cultural and oral historians; family historians; public
historians; researchers in narrative studies, psychology, politics and international studies.
Memory, Identity, and Nationalism in European Regions Apryshchenko, Victor 2019-04-07 Memory studies is a
well-established academic discipline, but the revised issue of ethnicity poses a new set of research questions,
particularly in relation to the problem of the operational character of memory and ethnicity in the context of
traumatized identity. Contemporary political processes in Europe, populism, and nationalism, in addition to ethnic
challenges in the form of demographic shifts have created a situation in which new national identities have been
developed simultaneously with emerging competitive historical memories. Memory, Identity, and Nationalism in
European Regions is an essential scholarly resource that investigates the interactions between politics and
managed historical memory and the discourse of ethnicity in European regions. Featuring topics such as
anthropology, memory politics, and national identity, this book is ideally designed for scholars, practitioners,
specialists, and politicians.
Discourse Theory and Practice Margaret Wetherell 2001-05-25 This text provides specially written profiles of
eight key discourse analysts, describing each one's main contribution to the field, and introducing their method of
discourse analysis.

Advances in Critical Discourse Studies John Richardson 2016-03-16 Advances in Critical Discourse Studies
collects ground-breaking scholarship and cutting-edge research which reflects significant shifts in Critical
Discourse Studies, exploring the field from theoretical, analytic and methodological perspectives. Innovative
chapters analyse a diverse range of discourses including journalism, mass media, political communication, policy
documents, interviews, photographic archive and official bodies. The chapters in Part I explore Critical Discourse
Studies from the point of view of history, memory, identity politics, and discourse, analysing salient examples of
how memory and recollection of the past shapes understandings and narratives of the present, and visions of
future societies. Part II explores problem-oriented analysis in Critical Discourse Studies and examines the roles
that discourse plays in the formation, perpetuation and transformation of class relations. Finally, Part III
explores a methodological issue by looking at the benefits of reinforcing fieldwork and ethnographic analysis in
Critical Discourse Studies. The case studies throughout the book demonstrate that analytic research contributes
significantly to the in-depth and in-situ research of a variety of increasingly complex social, historical, political
and economic contexts. This book was originally published as three special issues of the journal Critical Discourse
Studies.
Mapping Memory Kaitlin M. Murphy 2018-10-02 In Mapping Memory, Kaitlin M. Murphy investigates the use of
memory as a means of contemporary sociopolitical intervention. Mapping Memory focuses specifically on visual
case studies, including documentary film, photography, performance, new media, and physical places of memory, from
sites ranging from the Southern Cone to Central America and the U.S.–Mexican borderlands. Murphy develops new
frameworks for analyzing how visual culture performs as an embodied agent of memory and witnessing, arguing
that visuality is inherently performative. By analyzing the performative elements, or strategies, of visual
texts—such as embodiment, reenactment, haunting, and the performance of material objects and places Murphy
elucidates how memory is both anchored in and extracted from specific bodies, objects, and places. Drawing
together diverse theoretical strands, Murphy originates the theory of “memory mapping”, which tends to the ways
in which memory is strategically deployed in order to challenge official narratives that often neglect or designate
as transgressive certain memories or experiences. Ultimately, Murphy argues, memory mapping is a visual strategy
to ask, and to challenge, why certain lives are rendered visible and thus grievable and others not.
Discursive Psychology Cristian Tileag 2015-08-27 Discursive Psychology is the first collection to
systematically and critically appraise the influence and development of its foundational studies, exploring
central concepts in social psychology such as attitudes, gender, cognition, memory, prejudice, and ideology. The
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book explores how discursive psychology has accommodated and responded to assumptions contained in classic
studies, discussing what can still be gained from a dialogue with these inquiries, and which epistemological and
methodological debates are still running, or are worth reviving. International contributors look back at the
original ideas in the classic papers, and consider the impact on and trajectory of subsequent work. Each chapter
locates a foundational paper in its academic context, identifying the concerns that motivated the author and the
particular perspective that informed their thinking. The contributors go on to identify the main empirical,
theoretical or methodological contribution of the paper and its impact on consequent work in discursive
psychology, including the contributors’ own work. Each chapter concludes with a critical consideration of how
discursive psychology can continue to develop. This book is a timely contribution to the advance of discursive
psychology by fostering critical perspectives upon its intellectual and empirical agenda. It will appeal to those
working in the area of discursive psychology, discourse analysis and social interaction, including researchers,
social psychologists and students.

Collective Remembering David Middleton 1990-04-01 Profoundly challenging the traditional view of memory as
the product and property of individual minds, Collective Remembering is concerned with remembering and forgetting as
socially constituted activities. The starting point is a conceptualization of remembering and forgetting as forms
of social action. Individual memories cannot be understood as `internal mental processes' which occur independently
of the interpretive and communicative practices which characterize a particular society or culture. Individuals
`read', account for and negotiate their memories within the pragmatics of social life. Contributions also explore
the collective processes through which communities' social memories are created, sustained and transformed
Alternative Representations of the Past Ying-Kit Chan 2020-11-23 The relationship between the Chinese nation
and its recent past has been fraught with contradictions and tensions. This collection aims to make sense of this
complex relationship and challenge the prevalent state-centric and nation-centric modes of history writing on
modern China. It explores alternative representations of the past and the salience of political conflicts and
competitive histories in China, highlighting the paradoxical similarities in such representations of the past from the
late nineteenth century to the present. Ultimately, this book contributes to the ongoing discussion on the politics
of interpreting the past and its many manifestations in both China and other societies. “This volume will contribute
to the scholarly debate on the use of the past in national history.” Tze-ki Hon, City University of Hong Kong
“Alternative Representations of the Past presents a collection of essays that critically examine the ways in
which the contradicting and contested enterprise of history has been politicized in China. As ‘memory is past made
present’, the meticulous re-evaluation of Chinese history by the contributors of this volume promises to offer
readers valuable insights into contemporary China.” Chang-Yau Hoon, Associate Professor and Director, Centre
for Advanced Research, Universiti Brunei Darussalam
Discourses from Latin America and the Caribbean Eleonora Esposito 2018-09-13 This edited collection brings
together the latest research on discourse and society in Latin America and Caribbean in one volume. Employing
cross-cutting approaches to current political, institutional and media discourses, it bridges existing theoretical
and analytical gaps between the socio-political macro issues and the micro aspects of linguistic analysis to
provide fresh insights that deconstruct the complex socio-political power dynamics in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Across eight chapters this volume explores the regions’ thorny relationship with their complex histories
of colonialism and slavery as well as the ongoing, multifaceted constructions of hegemonic and counter-hegemonic
identities at the individual, regional and national levels. In doing so, it demonstrates the unique and rich
particularities of these regions and why it is that they challenge many conventional dogmas and methods across
the Social Sciences. This book will be of particular interest to scholars working in Discourse Studies, Sociology,
Politics, Anthropology and Latin American and Caribbean Studies.
Discursive Remembering Lucas M. Bietti 2014-10-14 This book aims at building a bridge between the social and
political aspects of remembering and the cognitive and discourse processes driving such activities. By analyzing
these cognitive and discursive processes, Bietti explores practices of individual and collective remembering in
institutional and private settings in relation to periods of political violence in Argentina. This books begins to fill
the conceptual gap between cognitive oriented approaches to remembering that draw conclusions about how
memory functions in the mind without a detailed discourse analysis of the communicative interaction in which this
process unfolds, and the discourse and pragmatic oriented approaches that are mainly interested in analyzing the
rhetorical features of conversational remembering, in some cases disregarding that there are underlying cognitive
discursive-remembering-individual-and-collective
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mechanisms that drive the construction of discourses about past experiences. The empirical analysis shows that
individual and collective remembering in relation to periods of political violence in Argentina vary in pragmatic
ways due to the fact that these accounts of the past were constructed with reference to the communicative
situation. Thus, this book also aims at shedding new light on the current practices of commemoration and
remembrance related to periods of political violence in Argentina, in public and private settings.

Research Methods for Memory Studies Emily Keightley 2013-05-31 The first textbook on research methods and
methodological questions in the field of memory studiesThis guide provides students and researchers with a clear
set of outlines and discussions of particular methods of research in memory studies. It offers not only expert
appraisals of a range of techniques, approaches and perspectives in memory studies, but also focuses on key
questions of methodology in order to help bring unity and coherence to this new field of study.
What We Remember Mariana Achugar 2008-10-16 This interdisciplinary monograph explores the discursive
manifestations of the conflict over how to remember and interpret the actions of the military during the last
dictatorship in Uruguay (1973-1985). Through the exploration of the discursive ways in which this powerful
group represents past events and participants, we can trace the ideological struggle over how to reconstruct a
traumatic past. By looking at memory as a social and discursive practice, the analysis identifies particular
semiotic practices and linguistic patterns deployed in the construction of memory. The discursive description of
what is remembered, how it is remembered, and who remembers serves to explain how the institution’s construction of
the past is transformed and maintained to respond to outside criticism and create an institutional identity as a
lawful state apparatus. This book should interest discourse analysts, historians, sociologists and researchers
in the field of transitional justice.
Memory Dmitri Vladimirovich Nikulin 2015 "In recent decades, memory has become a dominant topic in philosophy,
politics, history, science, literature, and the discussions of trauma and the Holocaust. This volume shows how
the concept of memory has been used in different historical circumstances and how it has changed throughout the
history of philosophy"-The Social Psychology of Experience David Middleton 2005-04-13 `A smart, thoughtful, and well-written book
that takes social memory studies in a bold new direction and will attract an audience from across the social
sciences for years to come' - Theory & Psychology What informs the process of remembering and forgetting? Is it
merely about our capability to store and retrieve experiences in a purely functional sense? What about
'collective memories', not just those of the individual - how do these manifest themselves in the passages of time?
The authors present a new, fascinating insight into the social psychology of experience drawing upon a number of
classic works (particularly by Frederick Bartlett, Maurice Halbwachs & Henri Bergson) to help develop their
argument. The significance of their ideas for developing a contemporary psychology of experience is illustrated
with material from studies focused on settings at home and at work, in public and commercial organizations where
remembering and forgetting are matters of concern, involving language and text based communication, objects and
place. As their argument unfolds, the authors reveal that memories do not solely reside in a linear passage of time,
linking past, present and future, nor do they solely rest within the indidvidual's conciousness, but that memory
sits at the very heart of 'lived experience'; whether collective or individual, the vehicle for how we remember or
forget is linked to social interaction, object interaction and the different durations of living that we all have. It
is very much connected to the social psychology of experience. This book is written for advanced undergraduate,
masters and doctoral students in social psychology. However, it will also be of particular value on courses
that deal with conceptual and historical issues in psychology (in cognate disciplines as well) and supplmentary
reading in cognitive science.

The Encyclopedia of Peace Psychology Daniel J. Christie 2011-12-12 The Encyclopedia of Peace Psychology,
available online through Wiley Online Library or as a three-volume print set, is a state-of-the-art resource
featuring almost 300 entries contributed by leading international scholars that examine the psychological
dimensions of peace and conflict studies. First reference work to focus exclusively on psychological analyses and
perspectives on peace and conflict Cross-disciplinary, linking psychology to other social science disciplines
Includes nearly 300 entries written and edited by leading scholars in the field from around the world Examines key
concepts, theories, methods, issues, and practices that are defining this growing field in the 21st century Includes
timely topics such as genocide, hate crimes, torture, terrorism, racism, child abuse, and more A valuable reference
discursive-remembering-individual-and-collective
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for psychologists, and scholars, students, and practitioners in peace and conflict studies An ALA 2013
Outstanding Reference Source
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